
Sattin Hill Farm Course
Module 12: Transplanting & Interplanting

Introduction

In this module, Josh goes over the benefits of transplanting crops, techniques for
transplanting, alternative approaches, and interplanting. Overall, Josh prefers
transplanting instead of direct seeding as much as possible. He cites larger yields as
the primary reason for this. When growing on a small plot as he does, strategies to
maximize yields are well worth employing.

Benefits of Transplanting

Increasing Output: When starting seeds in the nursery, they generally take three to
four weeks before they are ready to go in the ground. While those crops are germinating
and beginning to grow in the nursery, other crops can simultaneously grow in the
nursery plants' beds. Those crops will reach maturity during that period, be harvested
and sold, and finally get cropped out of the bed. If that same bed were direct-seeded,
none of that would have taken place. This procedure can drastically increase the output
per bed each season!

Selecting the Healthiest: Transplanting also allows you to choose the healthiest
transplants to go in the ground while leaving out the weaker ones. This process takes
place as you’re planting. You can also ensure a full bed with no gaps in rows–which isn’t
always the case when direct-seeding and contending with spotty germination.

Tools & Techniques for Transplanting

Pre-Hydrating Transplants: Once your beds are thoroughly prepared (see module 6)
and your plants have been hardened off (see module 11), you are ready to transplant.
Just before transplanting, plants should be moist but not soaking wet. Oversaturation
can lead to them falling apart, especially when using cell trays. The soil in the bed will
most often be dryer and quickly absorb the moisture from the transplants. Having
transplants fully hydrated beforehand will help them avoid drying out and getting
stressed after transplanting.

Timing of Transplanting: The time of day also matters when transplanting, especially
with leafy greens. Josh recommends transplanting out as late into the day as possible,
especially during the warmer months. If you transplant crops into the field during the
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morning or midday, they will get immediate exposure to full sun and heat and be
extremely stressed. If you transplant later in the day, they can begin acclimating during
the cooler temps of the evening and have less risk of dehydrating during initial
establishment.

Choosing Spacing: The spacing between your crops in the bed can play a significant
role in the yield. Research the optimal in-row spacing of whatever crop you are
transplanting. For the most part, crops should barely touch each other when mature,
creating a natural canopy to cover the soil to hold in moisture and block light from
younger weeds.

Straight Rows: Planting crops in straight rows is more than aesthetic. They’re easier to
cultivate when planted in uniform, straight rows. It will be much easier and faster if rows
are straight when coming through with a collinear hoe or a wire weeder. Working around
irregular spacings requires more time and attention and increases the risk of nicking a
plant with your hoe and causing damage.

Techniques for Straight Rows

Measuring Tape Reel: When Josh first started his farm, he would use a standard
measuring tape reel for getting straight lines of evenly spaced transplants. However,
after his experience managing Raleigh City Farm he found that the process was more
time-consuming to explain to crew members, with a greater margin for error.

Bed Preparation Rake with Row Markers: Other growers use the Bed Preparation
Rake and row markers, sold by Johnny’s Seeds. These are simply small segments of
red plastic tubing that a farmer can slip over select tines of the rake to create different
spacings and rows per bed.

String Lines: Josh is a fan of pulling a string line when preparing a bed. After the bed is
ready, he leaves the string on as a site guide for either direct seeding or transplanting.
This enables him to keep his rows nice and straight.

Gridder: While a measuring tape reel was inexpensive, easily accessible, and good to
start with, Josh eventually invested in a gridder. This tool consists of different rolling
metal spools that mount on the end of a long handle. Roll it down the bed, and it leaves
a grid of imprints in the soil to provide perfect reference points for transplanting your
starts or running a seeder. This greatly simplifies the process, reduces margins of error,
and makes delegating the task to volunteers or crew members much more manageable.
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Different spools are made for different spacings. For example, the four-row spool
creates a grid with four rows, each 7.5” apart, giving you four perfectly spaced
equidistant rows on a 30” bed.

The three-row spool will have 10” between rows (with 5” from the outer rows to the edge
of the bed). Josh plants beets in three rows at 5” apart. In this scenario, he will use the
three-row spool and plant them on every cross mark and then in-between the markings
as well, creating 5” spacing. This process eliminates a lot of measuring and calculating
and helps you speed up your flow considerably.

The gridder can be pushed or pulled, depending on your preference. Josh prefers
pushing it while keeping an eye on his string line to guide him straight.

Josh plants kale in three rows to a 30” bed, with 10” between plants. Josh will offset the
spacing as 10” is a little tight for kale. This means that in the middle row, he will plant
the kale in the spaces between the grid rather than exactly on the grid. This gives each
plant in the bed more room to spread out for greater root development, growth, and
airflow.

Sattin Hill Transplanting Technique

Laying Out the Transplants: After the bed has been gridded and the soil blocks
watered and adequately moist, Josh quickly removes them from the tray and lays them
out in the bed on the gridder markings to be transplanted. With everything marked out
ahead of time, this goes quickly. During this step, Josh simultaneously assesses the
plants to ensure they are healthy, discarding those that are not. Intentionally
overplanting (just a little) will provide this benefit.

Be careful not to lay out too many transplants at a time if you (or your crew) aren’t able
to get them all planted quickly. They can dry out and get stressed if they don’t get in the
ground soon enough. Josh will typically lay out one tray at a time, but he has learned to
move quite fast to prevent drying out and plant stress.

Posture for Transplanting: Once the plants are laid out, there are a couple of postures
to choose from when putting transplants in the ground. You can take a kneeling position
in the pathway next to the bed or straddle the bed and lean over. The kneeling position
is harder on the knees, but the straddling position is harder on the back. It really comes
down to what is most comfortable for your body and what allows you to move more
quickly. Josh prefers the straddling method.
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Hand Transplanting: At this point in the process, if the transplants are strong,
pre-watered, and have been hardened off properly, they won’t need to be “overly
babied.” They can be quickly scooped up and put into the ground.

Josh’s technique is to use two fingers to quickly open the soil on the gridded spot of the
bed, insert the transplant with the other hand, and then close the soil around it with one
quick motion again using other hand. When all the transplants are in, quickly get the
entire bed thoroughly watered in.

Extra Transplants: When the bed is fully planted, any remaining transplants can be
taken back to the nursery and used later to fill in gaps if some of the plants in the bed
don’t survive transplanting. They can also be planted to fill gaps in different beds, even
beds with other crops in them.

The Paperpot Transplanter

Josh doesn’t use a Paperpot Transplanter on his farm, but he still credits it as an
instrumental tool for many market gardeners and farmers. His space is too space in his
caterpillar tunnels; however, he knows many farmers who have implemented it into their
systems who say it’s an absolute game-changer. Many small-scale farmers have
designed their farms around the paperpot system because it transplants into the field
extremely fast. The planter is especially helpful for those who have a short season and
need to do a lot of transplants early in the spring.

Shade Cloth for Transplants

Many farmers use shade cloth over their beds to ease the transition during the first
week the transplants are in the ground. Shade cloth is beneficial during the warmer
months when transplants experience high stress from the heat and sunlight. Leafy
greens are highly prone to this, being cool weather-loving crops by nature.  The first few
days are the most crucial for the transplants, so any protective measures needed during
this window of time are well worth it.

Landscape Cloth for Transplants

Another approach to transplanting is using landscape fabric with holes in it. When you
have landscape fabric with holes at designated spacings for certain crops, you can
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transplant directly into it without measuring or thinking about spacing. In addition, the
fabric smothers weeds, holds in moisture, and even reduces the soil temperature.
Landscape fabric may be an excellent option for your context.

Interplanting

Interplanting vs. Companion Planting: While some may use the term interplanting
interchangeably with companion planting, Josh thinks about them a little differently. The
term companion planting emphasizes planting two crops that biologically benefit each
other somehow. Josh focuses less on the biological benefits and thinks of interplanting
as a strategic approach to increase yield and diversity in a small growing space. When it
comes to interplanting, he stresses that this is not a beginner technique. First, you need
to master all the crops you're growing separately, and then after that point, you can start
mixing them.

Timing: Timing is a big challenge when it comes to interplanting. The goal is for the
different transplants going out into the field to be ready for harvest at the same time.
One combination of crops that Josh likes to grow together is lettuce and green onions.
Green onions take five to six weeks in the nursery, whereas lettuce takes three to four
weeks. When interplanting these two crops together, you’ll need to start the green
onions earlier in the nursery to accommodate for this.

Crop Size & Growth: The other aspect of timing is regarding some crops growing
faster than others once they’re planted out. In addition, some crops grow taller than
others. If one crop gets so big that it shades out the other crop planted next to it, you’ll
likely lose that smaller crop, or both could struggle.

Why Interplant?: Although it sounds complicated and perhaps not worth the effort,
interplanting is to maximize yield. This is accomplished by using that little bit of extra
space to grow something before the first crop fills out the bed. You’re also increasing
biodiversity, which Josh discussed in the Living Soil module. Josh promotes planting
different crops in each bed, rather than multiple beds of the same crop all right next to
each other. By introducing the practice of interplanting, you can further increase the
diversity of your small-scale farm system.

Output Control: If you don’t have the market for a large volume of green onions, one
option is to plant half of a bed rather than a whole bed. Or, you could interplant fewer
rows in with an existing bed of lettuce. This allows you to further control your output
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while conserving prime real estate on your farm–especially useful in a small-scale
context.

Combinations

While there are almost infinite combinations, here are a few that Josh has used and
experienced good luck.

Green Onions & Lettuce: Green onions grow straight up, whereas lettuce grows out to
the side. This makes for a nice symbiotic relationship regarding spacing. However, the
timing needs to be right to make it work correctly.

Long Season Tall Crops with Short Season Low Crops: One of the easiest ways to
get started with interplanting is to plant shorter, quick growing crops on the sides of
taller, long season crops that take a long time. Crops like tomatoes, peppers, and
cucumbers take at least a month or longer to get tall and start shading things out.
Interplanting allows you to take advantage of that period by planting a quick-growing
crop alongside the slower-growing crop. Lettuce and beets tend to do well next to these
taller crops. Peppers and beets have worked well for Josh, as well as cucumbers and
lettuce.

Interplanting with Direct Sowing: You may not always have transplants ready to go
for interplanting. You can direct seed quick-growing crops among other transplanted
slow-growing crops in these situations. For example, after you plant your tomatoes, you
can run down the side with a direct seeder, planting something with a quick turnaround
like radish or arugula.

Conclusion

When it comes to interplanting, start slow and start small. You can lose both crops if
you're not careful. It’s better to experiment on a small section at first and give yourself
time to figure out the nuances. Experiment a little more every year, and continue to do
more as you grow comfortable.

Bio-intensive farming aims to get the highest yield from the smallest amount of space.
These strategies of transplanting and interplanting can help to accomplish that.
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